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To be or not being/to be* 

M. Arif AKŞİT** 

*From personal statement of Hamlet words as: to be or not to be.  

**Pediatrician, MD. Neonatology and Pediatric Genetics Specialty, retired form Eskişehir Osmangazi 

University Medical Faculty.  

 

Shakespeare indications at Hamlet, is a notification of a presence not only by body or physically, the 
beliefs, the ideas, the philosophy, and the social status, as cultures be as a criteria and sign of 
Humanity.  

This article is in considering the two faces of the being, as from Hamlet, to be or not to be.  

o be, or not to be, critically two opposite concepts, as indicated the same one, 

defines form other two perspective.  

To be 

To be means being in freedom, have liberty. 

To be indicates you as a Human being. 

To be incomes all the Human Rights. 

To be designates you unique, single, and sole. 

To be specifies your responsibility as yourself. 

To be directs equal in rights, even at the Court.  

To be signifies, all people are even genetically in brotherhood. 

To be only by love. 

To be at love and justice for continuing the being. 

To be by love, as you, yourself, in respect as a human. 

Not to be  

Not to be means, under pressure, not any self-demand, like a slave. 

Not to be indicates you have in a diversity, and being in a social group. 

Not to be incomes as restricted capacities, indicates as impediments.  

Not to be designates as a member and under community decision, votes.  

Not to be specifies as under some guide, shepherd of under controlling.  

Not to be directly has same rights, only given rights can be used.  

Not to be signifies as same gender, race, or other social status, being compromised their status.  

Not to be without love, hate will disturbs, and ending the person. 

Not at justice and not respect the civil rights, being ending all the relations, at humanity. 

Not to be at love, means you are diverted from you, yourself, at humanity. 
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Outline 

To be or not being/to be  

AIM: The Hamlet indication as “to be or not to be” from Shakespeare to personal affection to 

the author. The feelings, the  general perspective of at the individual concept. 

 Grounding Aspects: Wikipedia, the death and being concept of Quran indications, and 

evaluation of existence.  

Introduction: Some words have caused emotional affections, as being and to be is the meaning of the 

creational state.  

Notions: Each person is considering, who they are, what they will be, so, a question is for the 

evaluation of being.  

Conclusion: To understand and confirm themselves as this question be the one, that hard to answer. 

Key Words: The question for notation of personality as “to be or not to be” 

 

Özet 

Olmak veya Olmamak, Yaşamamak 

Amaç: Hamlet ’in sorduğu, olmak veya olmamak sözünün, Shakespeare tarafından yazara bir duygusal 

etkileşimlerdir. Bireysel açıdan genel perspektif olarak sezgilerin sunumudur.  

Dayanaklar/Kaynaklar: Wikipedia, ölüm ve varoluş kelimelerinin geçtiği Kuran ayetleri ve 

varlık tanımlamaları işlenmektedir.  

Genel Yaklaşım; İnsanlar bu soru ile, varlığını irdelemektedirler.  

Sonuç: Bireylerin anlama, kavrama ve bir soru ile oluşumun derinlemesine değerlendirmesi 

yapılabilmektedir.  

Yorum: Bu soruyu, “olmak ve olmamak” sorgusunu cevaplamak zordur.  

Anahtar Kelimeler: Kişiliğin tanımlanması için sorulan soru “olmak ve olmamak” 

Introduction 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE1 from Hamlet, spoken by Hamlet,  

Hamlet is spoken, MAA (Author) is responding 
To be, or not to be, that is the question: 

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 

Or to take arms against a sea of troubles 

And by opposing end them. To die—to sleep, 

No more; and by a sleep to say we end. 

The heart-ache and the thousand natural 

shocks 

That flesh is heir to: 'tis a consummation. 

Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep. 

To sleep, perchance to dream—ay, there's the 

rub: 

For in that sleep of death what dreams may 

come, 

When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, 

Must give us pause—there's the respect. 

That makes calamity of so long life. 

For who would bear the whips and scorns of 

time, 

If you are present, does it requires question? 

Each person is same as other, equality, not any noble feature. 

Nobody knows the future, so not be on suffer. 

If I am in ethical principles, not afraid of anything. 

Troubles for finding solutions. 

Every living organism, one day be died.  

What will be during the life? 

Performing, establishing values, or not. 

Heart-aches and the natural shocks, for standing up. 

The importance is the mind, ideas, and philosophies, not the body. 

Heir as humanity and several perspective left. 

Why be in astonishing, for the new generation? 

No required dreams, the generation is there, easily seen. 

It is not a mortal coil, it is a new birth, birth of love. 

Not any pause, even no hesitation,  

If in love, respect is continuous. 

Even after death. 

The disastrous be a lesson for run away. 

Forgiveness and compensation will let them out. 

Break the relation to unchain your heart, form the fact. 

Fighting with oppressor and cruelty for being in peace. 

Love indicates the civil liberties, Human Right to be active. 

The love in your heart be covers all of you. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/william-shakespeare
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Th'oppressor's wrong, the proud man's 

contumely, 

The pangs of dispriz'd love, the law's delay, 

The insolence of office, and the spurns 

That patient merit of th'unworthy takes, 

When he himself might his quietus make 

With a bare bodkin? Who would fardels bear, 

To grunt and sweat under a weary life, 

But that the dread of something after death, 

The undiscovere'd country, from whose bourn 

No traveller returns, puzzles the will, 

And makes us rather bear those ills we have. 

Than fly to others that we know not of? 

Thus conscience doth make cowards of us all, 

And thus the native hue of resolution 

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought, 

And enterprises of great pith and moment 

With this regard their currents turn awry 

And lose the name of action. 

WS 

Then all the disrespect ones be out. 

So, all of the items be like treasures.  

There will be one act from you, loving. 

Not specified, loving all, even the Satan. 

That is not objective, not have any effect to us. 

Just indicate the harm and cruel, so we can be away.  

So, loving is an opportunity for making values. 

Dreams for project at tomorrow, from past, yesterday.  

All the puzzles for us, to inform and finding a way. 

A road of love at humanity.  

Consciousness is being at sure on love. 

By ethical principles, as asking what is the truth? 

Also in responding as what is the righteous to do. 

Whether upside down, a balloon will not sink.  

The waves is mixing the ideas to find the way. 

The way of love. Finding the name of action, not for loosing.  

If you want to know who you are. 

If you indicated as tı be. 

Looked at your heart, by mind. 

Thus if you cannot find yourself there. 

Thus you are not there. 

So, indicating as not to be. 

MAA 

Table 1: As if Hamlet is spoken and MAA is responding, a conversation.  

Constitution Law, the First Constitution at Medina2 (622 AC) 
At 622 AC year, the Medina Agreement if the treaty contract, as the counter believes let to live 

together with. As can be indicated as the first written Constitution of a State.  

The Principles at these Medina Constitution as noted below (Wikipedia): 

In the name of God, the Beneficent and the Merciful 

(2) They shall constitute a separate political unit (Ummat) as distinguished from all the people (of the world). Not 

any discrimination, all be in one, one be for all. 
(3-11) … by paying their ransom from themselves, so that the mutual dealings between the believers be in 

accordance with the principles of goodness and justice. Justice be confirmed at court, not individual or 

common sense. 
(12) (a) And the believers shall not leave anyone, hard-pressed with debts, without affording him some relief, in 

order that the dealings between the believers be in accordance with the principles of goodness and justice. (b) 

Also no believer shall enter into a contract of clientage with one who is already in such a contract with another 

believer. One for all, all for one situation at every conditional state. 
(13) And the hands of pious believers shall be raised against every such person as rises in rebellion or attempts 

to acquire anything by force or is guilty of any sin or excess or attempts to spread mischief among the believers ; 

their hands shall be raised all together against such a person, even if he be a son to any one of them. If someone 

makes a crime, whether a son, not any discrimination at legitimate, all person is equal. 
(14) A Believer will not kill a Believer for a non-Believer and will not aid a non-Believer against a Believer. 
Quran indicates as: Ref5: Taqi & Khan] 5/32. … it would be as if he killed all mankind, and if 

anyone saved a life, it would be as if he saved the life of all mankind. Thus this indicates for all 

people, no exceptions.  
(15) The protection  of Allah is one, the least of them is entitled to grant protection  that is binding for all of them. 

The Believers are each other’s allies to the exclusion of other people. The connection of people as 

brotherhood, so, one person given word, promise, be as, given from all people. Also at 17th this 

is as same notification. (17) And the peace of the believers shall be one. If there be any war in the way of God, 

no believer shall be under any peace apart from other believers, unless it be the same and equally binding on all. 

(16) And that those who will obey us …, will have help and equality. Neither shall they be oppressed nor will any 

help be given against them. The one who is at this agreement has equal rights. 

(18) And all those detachments that will fight on our side will be relieved by turns. Trust is the fact of 

agreement. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/william-shakespeare
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(19) …  blood vengeance in the way of God. This indicates not personal taken as revenge, a court must 

be active for the fine. 
(20) (a) And undoubtedly pious believers are the best and in the rightest course. (b) And that no associator shall 

give any protection to the life and property of a …, nor shall he come in the way of any believer in this matter. As 

a member of this contract, they must be at best and righteous course, not at harm, destructive 

and cruel act, so, all of them be equal, not any exceptions, even cannot be away of others. 
(21) And if any one intentionally murders a believer, and it is proved, he shall be killed in retaliation, unless the 

heir of the murdered person be satisfied with blood-money. And all believers shall actually stand for this ordinance 

and nothing else shall be proper for them to do. Quran State. Ref6: M Pickthall]  005.032 … it shall be 

as if he had killed all mankind, and whoso saved the life of one, it shall be as if he had saved 

the life of all mankind. 
(22) And it shall not be lawful for anyone, who has agreed to carry out the provisions laid down in this code and 

has affixed his faith in God and the Day of Judgment, to give help or protection to any murderer, and if he gives 

any help or protection to such a person, God‟s curse and wrath shall be on him on the Day of Resurrection, and 

no money or compensation shall be accepted from such a person. Protection of a criminal indicated be 

unlaw and after death will not acceptable, means, being died not saved them. 

(23) And that whenever you differ about anything, refer it to God and to Muhammad. This is an indication of 

Court, directly be on judging, not taken individually from themselves, as routinely performed 

before.. 

(24) And the Jews shall share with the believers the expenses of war so long as they fight in conjunction, Equality 

is same also in expenses. 
(25) … shall be considered as one community along with the believers—for the Jews their religion, and for the 

Muslims theirs, be one client or patron. But whoever does wrong or commits treachery brings evil only on himself 

and his household. Quran notification: 1) Ref5: Taqi & Khan; To you be your religion, and to me 

my religion. 2) As same as this indication6: M Pickthall; Unto you your religion, and unto me 

my religion.  

(26-30) … shall have the same rights as the ….  All of them has same rights, not any exceptions. 
(31-34) And …  shall have the same rights as the …. But whoever does wrong or commits treachery brings evil 

only on himself and his household. … and they shall be faithful to, and not violators of, treaty. In this concept, 

also their family if in such acts, be also required punishment. 

(35) And the sub-branches of the Jewish tribes shall have the same rights as the mother tribes. Whoever you 

are, they have the same rights as other tribes. 
(36) (a) And that none of them shall go out to fight as a soldier of the Muslim army, without the permission of 

Muhammad. (b) And no obstruction shall be placed in the way of anyone’s retaliation for beating or injuries; and 

whoever sheds blood brings it upon himself and his household, except he who has been wronged, and Allah 

demands the most righteous fulfillment of this [treaty]. Responsibility is individual, thus if by tribe, they 

all be confirmed the responsibility. 
(37) (a) And the Jews shall bear the burden of their expenses and the Muslims theirs. (b) And if anyone fights 

against the people of this code, their  mutual help shall come into operation, and there shall be friendly counsel 

and sincere behaviour between them, and faithfulness and no breach of covenant. Indicating one for all, all 

for one state. 
(38) And the Jews shall be bearing their own expenses so long as they shall be fighting in conjunction with the 

believers. Finance be also at sharing concept. 

(39) And the Valley of Yathrib (Madina) shall be a sacred place, for the people of this code. Peace at Medina 

is continuously on. 
(40) The clients shall have the same treatment as the original persons. He shall neither be harmed nor shall he 

himself break the covenant. Protection also concerns to all, even the clients. 

(41) And no refuge shall be given to anyone without the permission of the people of the place. Only households, 

families lived there can let the refuge to be with them. 
(42) And that if any murder or quarrel takes place among the people of this code, from which any trouble may be 

feared, it shall be referred to God and God‟s Messenger, …  will be with him who will be most particular about 

what is written in this code and act on it most faithfully. Being judged and the court is most faithfully, 

not at cruel and revenge act. 
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(43) The Quraish shall be given no protection nor shall they who help them. The person against the code 

and agreement will never be at benefitable action. 

(44) And they  shall have each other‟s help in the event of any one invading Yathrib (Medina). Medina is a 

place of peace, so not anyone be attacking is acceptable. 
(45) (a) And if they  are invited to any peace, they also shall offer peace and shall be a party to it; and if they invite 

the believers to some such affairs, it shall be their  duty as well to reciprocate the dealings, excepting that anyone 

makes a religious war. (b) On every group shall rest the responsibility of (repulsing) the enemy from the place 

which faces its part of the city. No one be against them, even their believes. 
(46) And the … clients as well as original members, shall have the same rights as the people of this code: and 

shall behave sincerely and faithfully towards the latter, not perpetrating any breach of covenant. As one shall sow 

so shall he reap. And God is with him who will most sincerely and faithfully carry out the provisions of this code. 
Regulations concern all people, not any exceptions. 
(47) And this prescript shall not be of any avail to any oppressor or breaker of covenant. And one shall have 

security whether one goes out to a campaign or remains in Madina, or else it will be an oppression and breach of 

covenant. And God is the Protector of him who performs the obligations with faithfulness and care, as also His 

Messenger Muhammad). All people has equal rights, who signed the agreement. 

Outline: This is an exact indication of equality, even between Muslims and Jews, individually 

taken the responsibility and commercial actions and other criminal actions be punished by law, 

under the legitimate, court. Not taken under arm, cover of any person even children, be raised 

hand for punishment, thus the court will be at mercy. 

Being, to be, freedom/liberty is connected 
with responsibility3. 
Freedom, civil liberty, leads to accountability, individual obligation, duty means 

responsibilities, there are two-sided function.  

So, below some decision on responsibility concept: 

Each person be a herald of evangel, given good news, and warning, information given 

duty, as a function of a community member. Responsibility not to be blacked the life, be 

ready for happiness and joyful. 

The hope of a physician being good manner, effort about this. 

Being means at good manner, effort for them. 

Past is the history, future for later, so, we are the charge of ours, individual responsibility 

is obvious. You cannot accused even your father and mother, how about you?. 

Consultation only gives ideas; the responsible physician is who care and serve the patient. 

Being means, if you are free, you must take your responsibility. 

For universal joke speaking, the responsibility be minimal, thus, if you intended and mind 

and heart unification indications be at great one, so, if you do not want to take the charge 

shut your mouth close. Even some talking’s be considered as criminal, so be care about it. 

In medicine, no joke will be permitted. 

Being, also indicates not at unhuman acts and jokes. 

The obvious act be an indication is as marriage oath, is for family establishing obligation. 

Be given an oath, tied yourself, your life, so be cautious and use your mind, and heart. 

Each medical applications has some grounding and reasoning according to medical science. 

Being, be as positive evident-based truth. 
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Gossip and carrying the words, between person to another one, indicates taken no 

responsibility and not at a good habit. Be aware not to talk from one person from back, how 

about when another person perform same to you? 

A physician must indicate, say the truth, explained deeply if not understands. 

Being is at proper condition, not making gossip, if perform, they will erase you. 

An individual only responsible themselves. Opposite action performing, escaping person, 

thus not any trust given. 

Physician is responsible at medical consideration, nurse at care and serve, pharmacy at drug. 

Only be at the trust, means taken the concern as being. 

The fine, penalty about the intention to do, careless and fault, at crime, has different. Being 

any kind of crime making requires the aiming point at the court. 

Complication is not any criminal act, so not any fine given. 

Being means be at love and humanity. 

When makeup, even not yourself, thus using it, if the person does not like it, only the 

person who made, and carry it to common be taken the obligation of this embarrassed. 

Greasepaint, makeup cannot be an ethical principle not believed for any excuse. 

If any makeup done in medicine, the physician be dismissed. 

Being on truth, not at makeup. 

Serve and care for the person who are in requirement. As a Human being, each person is 

responsible to another one. 

Medical science, physician be responsible at health situation. 

Being for care and serve at any reason. 

If you have no idea, be not concern on it. Know to say as I do not, thus, not I can tell. 

Consultation is required if you have less knowledge. 

Being, on what you know, study on. 

Each person has autonomous responsibility to be on humanity. Being at individual Civil 

Liberties and Rights is obligatory required. 

A physician is responsible at a patient health, not at common, only information given. 

Being only at humanity at medical practice, science be the truth. 

Criminal acts only be taken their responsibility so, penalty, fine to them, as individual. 

Crime is objective and at evident-based, so not any argument on it, and who did it. 

Only the physician who cares the patient can take the responsivity at medicine. 

Being is meaning taken the responsibility of the crime, also. 

If information given, and enlightened, the responsibility of given consent is to the patient. 

Be taken information about the patient and the disease, in every manner is the right of a case. 

By taken consent, except Right to Life, be the passing of the responsibility to the patient. 

Being, by information, the consent as to the people. 

Outline: If you are present, being has some accountability, freedom is not free for everything, 

freedom is taken yourself responsivity being a human is meaning at humanity.  

Discussion 
To be, meaning as has the Rights, not to have no nobody concept, as not indicating as anyone, 

or stricter, upon the administration.  

Some comments about this fact is indicated below: 
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People thus, believe objective, but love is an abstract, be as main focus of the believing, 

sign of being. Being in love means be sharing this to person and community. 

Being a physician is on the love concept at humanity, if at this perspective, health is such not 

only an individual right, be shared with the common, at every aspects. 

Believing as love and respect, and be on them, the nourishment be about this ideas, must be 

shared to the upcoming and be for value creation. Being in love is being, to be.  

Many people being notify the reality and truth, thus not be accepted and counter concepts 

ve in their mind and decisions, so, the rights be not performed and be a cruel. If you give 

an information, thus the person performed any harm, let be a criminal act, and required 

punishment by law. 

Informed consent is essential for direct Medical applications, except the Right to Life 

conditions. 

Although you indicate the car on your way, if ed to go, crash is inevitable, so, not important 

who has the fault, you are also injured. The reality is you have a personality, being. 

Physician insisted to give the information for taken consent, not make any pressure of any 

persuasion also. At health, the information be for treatment and medical care, such as hope and 

be warning to be happy, thus, not be taken the future responsibility, thus cannot be given 

warranties. 

Tyranny is forbidden, there cannot be done for their goodness and righteous by oppression, in 

medicine also. 

Information given is not meaning to worse and bad, damaging one, be an expectation of hope, 

and at goodness, or warn to the damage, harm, so, responsibility can be noted if not given the 

notice. A person is not object of a body, they are a Human being, so act on Humanity.  

Rights are not abstract, at real, like all the individuals have, contour actions and 

opposition at such ideas, as some are more rights, be escaping form humanity. Law 

indicates the rights and crimes, so, .being arrange your way to right or wrong.  

In medicine the application depends on the patient evident, if away or spearing from the case, 

the procedures cannot be on at medical science. 

Case is the reality; thus the literature and books indications are not as same as exact of the case 

obvious verdict. Each person has a right of being.  

When you finished your work, become ending, thus for continuing one, you must left the 

function to a capable one. Each action must be as an heir to the community, for considering 

as example, be proud of family, and of humanity as positive lesson. 

Each case be an example of medical science, so as a case report be an educational point be 

confronted as a responsibility of science. 

If you want to be remembered, be at humanity act and heir will be a good instance for future. 

The only heir that we gave to the new generation is love, only love.  

Homo sapiens, sapiens in genetic RNA fact from some ovum, so formed brotherhood 

relation, thus later on diverted and separated by harm and cruel acts, thus still at ethical 

principles and at benefit, positive side. Individual benefit being want to be own for all, so 

jealousy for liar and oppression to get it, other side fighting for the reality on equality. 

In medical science each person is a member of same genus, Homo sapiens, sapiens, so, be 

considering equality, upon their diseases, as each case has a specific perspective.  

Each community being on equal rights as an individual, thus, the brotherhood, be not in 

consideration as, to be on top, administrative state. All people are from same mother, so 

consider it.  
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The unification for marriage and divorcing be upon personal demands, thus, being on 

humanity with individual rights is obligatory. Law concept on legitimate the act, thus the 

consent from individual, be free in action, behaviour. 

A physician only being active when the condition is happened on case, directly not at 

hypothetically, at real evident. . 

Being is on truth with reality finding, decisions being on evident. Presence, being is at reality, 

not at fantasies.  

Manager must be on individual rights, if not, so leading to cruel action, for controlling the 

people. Being means be respect to the common, pressure may be seemed easy to control, thus 

not at reality. 

Physicians if want to control the disease, be in coordination to the case, patient functions. 

Being only by consideration of the body function at health, not bey demand or ordering. 

Science is the creational law, be on nature, if not be so much disappointed. Education 

meaning being on reality, as in Medicine Science, concerning on the case realities. 

All the happenings are the reality on creation, thus, being in science, such the individual acts 

be fit about them, as a physician medical treatment is also in that concept. 

If you are being on case evident, you are always on medical science. 

Wherever, at whatever you are looking for, they are considering the natural law, from 

other point of view, such, indicating the fact. Being on humanity, not making any difference 

or differentiation of them, such all are unique and special, thus being a member in a sea, called 

science. 

All the indications at Medical Science, the case, the people as a member of the community, for 

their being healthy. 

Being a human, means being on humanity, by special, unique, and sole person. 

If you are noticed the reality, you must give it, indicate the truth as information, thus, they 

must be deny and be against of it, so, in discussion, want to be on science grounding and 

reasoning at ethical principles. Being on opposite, that can ve acceptable, until it is against 

the science, the reality. 

A physician can be in considering at several perspective, thus the patient evident be verdict to 

a special condition, so aiming to them will be obvious one. 

Each medical application be an invention, an innovation, if being at presence at specific reality. 

The sign and warning as one-way road, thus you entered, and traffic be in jam, you are in 

anger to the other, righteous one, why?. After given the information and indicating the wrong 

way, thus if you still entering, this is a criminal act, so you must pay the fee, fine. 

A physician must be in consideration of the medicine as prospectus. 

Being not on the rules, thus not be at the wrong and dangerous way. 

Natural roles are not under our control, we must consider them. Gravity is such a condition, 

including everything, so be care when walking. 

Each drug is a poison, so, medicine makes it as benefit at the diseases. 

Only be at being, at the natural law, not at opposite course. 

Some factors can be recordable after ending, like get the crop, after the cultivation. In an 

exam, completing the answering paper, for passing. 

Physician must be under supervision of a patient, after the healing is encountered. 

Being is a result of born and living. 
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The discrimination of gender, race and social status is forbidden; thus, Human being is 

genetically from same mother, relation s brotherhood. In human acts cannot be for getting 

together, be away and escaping reasoning. 

Medicine is an agreement from patient to physician for being healthy reasoning. . 

Diversity, can be crossed to be together, being. 

The person with ethical concept, at humanity be at a respectable position at the common. 

Being as a friend is meaning of on ethical concept. 

Physician advice be on medical health, benefit for case, people.. 

Togetherness, being together is by love. 

If you are a human, not be under controlling with other person, not be with cruel and 

harm performing one, the ethical concepts are international, so, follow them. Education 

and information taken, is a kind of knowing so, aware of danger, for escaping and for taken 

preclusions. 

Each case is a teacher and confirms the reality by evidence, so, lightening, enlighten is by 

evaluation the results. 

There is not any hesitation, and any doubt on science, thus the application be upon the case. 

Being can only with the reality on scientific reasoning.  

Only human can considering the Universe, and making decision, by capacity of learning 

and using of mind, so, this is the basic factor to be a manager of the World. Being on truth, 

must be on ethical consideration, not considering about personal demands if out of science, if 

being on epic and fantasies. 

Physicians must be on medical science, if not, be dismissed form medical team member. 

If you are on epic aspects and illusions, your presence is like dream. 

Education is also knowing the border of the rights, not be over and be aggressive for other 

person rights. Aggravation by exaggeration, being over your rights, more than you gained, so, 

such more and more so, be missed the truth. 

Medical ethical considerations, primum non nocere, and treat not the disease the patient is the 

functional reality to be on. 

Being, to know your position where you stand up. 

Like gravity, those are the Creational laws, no one can escapes of such items. There is not 

any gap at the Natural laws, thus some in believe it can be, but only at epic histories not at 

reality. 

All physician exactly noticed, the differences not from medical science, from individual 

variations. 

Being is at each person has specific distinction. 

Even magicians being on science, the illusion is grounding on science. If you can see a 

different perspective, as gravity same, the feather and ball falls differently, this is a detailed, the 

specify of the material. 

There is not any over manager than the creation, so, if you are at fairy tales, sure on wrong 

way. 

Being on fairy tales, like being at dreams, everything be a fantasy, not be real one. 

Forbidden be by law, crime indicated at legitimate, not at regulations or other indications, 

traditions, not on some person perspective. Crime is known subjects, by solute fact, thus, 

information for the regulations, after can be forbidden, so, personal demands are not as crime. 

Not be over someone as health aspect, physician can confirm the limit. 

Being on someone right, means balancing the reality. 
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Each person decision be diverse, as a humanity consideration, special one, if be on harm, 

be at warning state, if at ethical principles, that will be leading to positive features. If a 

person in love, leading to righteous concepts. 

Physician be at positive and be at humanity love, so medical application be in benefit. 

Being by love is the only way to be. 

The solution must be grounded on science, and reasoning at humanity. If not at medical 

science, not to be at the same frequency for understanding. 

After the medicine has advers effect, it must not be given to the patient. 

Being is forbidden from harm caused ones. 

Rights of an individual must be at top, justice not as common sense, focused on individual 

consent. Except Right to Life, each medical application requires consent, whether family or 

themselves. 

Information is not given the knowledge about the disease, just the connection of disease to a 

patient. 

Being can only be performed by consent, except Right to Life. 

Some people as a community, only one color, one type of society, so, discharge and make 

them immigrants or killing them. Genocide is at some community only solution for being 

pure, thus is the worse among all the crimes, so International and at every National 

Constitutions it is illegal. 

Physician concerns the patient and the disease, as humanity in love, thus, some discriminations 

are forbidden to be, as genetic RNA, Homo sapiens, sapiens are  one genus and being at 

brotherhood, whatever the difference is. 

Being as a human, not any discriminations ad gender, race, social status or so on. 

Information is essential to be understand and be choice your own way. Behaviors are 

individual acts, if not causing harm and not cruel, as individual habit, so not be in consideration. 

Physicians are quite sure that, the disease be same, thus the appearance and outcome is differs, 

for each person. 

Being, first be encountered yourself, as unique and independent. 

Some people confirm strife, and be degenerated the peace, the right of a people, will be 

overcome by law. Being in destructive condition, not be as humanity so, not a desired function. 

A physician aiming for complicating the evident and the objectives, be immediately dismissed 

at the team, not considering whether true or not.. 

Being is leading peace and happy. 

For a consent at medicine and making an oath of Hippocrates, dedicated to profession to 

humanity at medicine. The rights of a physician, for being at health status, not being for profit 

for finance. 

Physician whole life is for humanity at medical concept, the way of living be also on medical 

ethics, if not be dismissed. 

Being at physician act, be on medical ethics. 

Physician is on hopeful at medical practice, thus cancelling pain and feeling comfort for 

near death person, is the gratification at the last moment. Not giving warranties, thus 

expectations be on goodness, actuality and at reverent act. 

When in opposition at science and denying the truth, this is meaning not be at the medical 

practice. 

Being can only be established by on ethical, humanity concepts and at medical science. 
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What will be your decision, after deny the creational law, so, being on fairy tales, as it is 

heresy cannot be as time, not be success and being at accomplishment. Being at dissent, 

first seemed a gaining thus, always being at the missing side. 

If a physician is as heresy and dissent, this will be ending to be a medical doctor. 

Being as a long time, and at lifespan, so not be at heresy and dissent. 

If you have doubt, you must check up, thus the solute evident, not be so in confusion. 

Sometimes, as noted the temperature as 104, as a boiling at degrees centigrade, so it is at 

Fahrenheit, be in a mixing. 

Metric and British numbering be mixed, so at medical consideration is essential. 

Being is to be at the exact configuring the numbering. 

Creational laws have not any effects from individuals, directly on natural law. Being on 

the medical science, also being sure on each person different reactions to the disease. 

At medical practice, the standards be in general, individual modification is essential. 

Being is confirm each person as unique and also be noted the independency. 

The target only be at humanity, for individual rights, being in love and independency as 

civil liberties. If a benefit is noted, it must be shared, with the common, as right of individual 

at the common. 

When a positive result is obtained at medical application, it must be shared with other 

physicians. 

Being not stay at alone, be together with the person in love and in humanity. 

If you close your eyes, you cannot see, thus, if you close your heart and mind, how can you 

noticed the truth and love? Being at notification, each person must open all the receives. 

Medical physician must consider every event and evidence for evaluation of a case. 

Be possible of being, only by opening eyes and with mind and heart. 

Fire gives energy, thus also leads burning, so, use it under at benefit factor. Creation is the 

factor that can be used at positive even at negatively. 

Medicinal practice, not allowed for hazardous and adverse way, at the treatment. 

Being can only be noticed at positive concept, as love on humanity. 

Ideas configurates the happenings, thus, at humanity and under ethical concepts, in love 

be for humanity, individual benefit. Decisions for making harm and cruelty, upon the 

personal demands called Satan work. 

Each physician being at individual health, so, not any diversity upon it. 

Only be with angel acts, not at Satan acts is meaning being. 

To overcome the difficulties and the hazardous acts, behave in peace and love for 

overcome them. Being active means being at benefit on humanity. 

Medicinal act for being at healthy position, status of an individual. 

Being, by overcome the difficulties. 

The Universe be created for usage, not for disturbing the environment, thus be combine 

altogether with. Be active until the last moment, if deficiency, be active in mind. 

Medicine for each person to be in healthy. 

Being, by amalgamation of a person with the environment even idealistic one. 

If you walk in a group, the direction be at the same, the target be same, if not be on ethical, 

and leading to humanity, goodness, then be left the group. Being together with, means being 

by ideas, philosophy and in humanity, otherwise be a part of them. 

If a physician is not at medical science, at application, let them be alone. 
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Being together, get together with, only at humanity and love. 

Memorial of a person, be after death, so, not meaning heir, thus, it is spend, so, ideas, 

philosophies, and love will be last more and more. Some people, assuming life is over death, 

thus in reality at society, is not. 

Physicians be last more than their life because the treatment be a satisfied, fulfillment be on 

years and years. 

In human mankind, to be is not limited during the life-span. 

The destruction be performed from the people, who are at cruel and want to be the 

manager, so, oppression is their habit and civilization is disrupted. To be in righteous for 

continuing the managing, if not it is leading to obliteration. 

Cruel physician disturbs all the medical applications, not compromise, not listening and not be 

sure what is on.  

Being cannot be continue by cruelty and oppression.  

Guidelines indicated the road to flow, if not in consideration, how can you find your way? 

Guidelines are not exact one, thus indicates an information, for remembering. 

At medical practice, guidelines are so helpful, thus the patient evident is the leading one, one 

shows the other indicates. . 

Being cannot be before estimation, just happenings be designate. 

Friendship, brotherhood at being humanity, as right for each individual, so, relation 

confirmed by love. Being and have in love, the first impression that everyone behave. 

Patient is a friend of the practitioner; thus, empathy is the realism for communication. 

Being and get togetherness is the fact of love and leads to brotherhood, that must be. 

Creation is the fact, if you examine yourself deeply, not any exception at this Universe. 

Bin each case, before making a verdict, you must be think at least twice. 

Decision for starting medical treatment be required from deep and person dependent decision.. 

Being as a Human being, just bey thinking. 

The discrimination of good and bad, benefit and harm, is the mind and decision concept, 

thus with enlightening of the certainty by advice, information be help it. Being o ethical 

concept, is near to the goodness.  

By evaluation of a patient evident-based medicine, the discrimination of maltreatment and 

advantage be more obscure, . 

When at the ethical and humanity road, leading goodness, you are being present, so, the 

discrimination of harm and good be made. 

If you want to look, you can see some examples of humanity considering person. Past is a 

real lesson, as positive for example thus negative one for escaping. 

Epic person be mostly on humanity act, thus, exaggeration leading to impossible as an example 

for a lesson. 

Being is working at humanity considerations for value production. 

If person be at ethical concepts, working for aiming value production, at humanity 

consideration, they will be in respect, and be in mercy, at the common. Kindness, 

forgiveness and be at humanity perception, for being a respectful person. 

Physician is a respectful person in a community, thus ethical medical principles if not, be 

dismissed from medical practice. 

Being designates as humanity, as in heart love and mercy giving one. 
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If you are alive, the final is death, if you start an act, there must be an ending, thus, be in 

consideration of humanity. Denial the truth, whether intention to do, whether by unwary, the 

result be at least disappointed, so not be cruel, after getting the result. 

For final status, whether you are treated or not, the patient be in a status, thus, not at positive, 

so be aware of the harm, being active for medication. 

Being cannot be noticed after the end, thus, at the beginning aim and the processing be on 

ethical principles. Being is meaning as being on ethical consideration.  

Due to the responsibility concept, we must decide, ourselves where to go, thus taken the 

accountability. Be a human being, not like robot, be decided and have consent for the 

procedures. 

A physician taken the medical science responsibility, nurse medical application, pharmacy for 

the medicine, that used. 

Being is at the society, be together and with cooperation at work, by empathy. 

Science with the creation, cannot be against, thus, magician even at natural law, only 

making illusionist acts. If someone performs a magic, means being on science, thus not given 

the method. 

Medial science is the reality, thus which side is appears at the case is not known. 

Being directly by natural law, thus for differentiation, fake concepts mostly covered the fact, 

reality. 

The reality is not at the desired one, or demanding as to be, so, the happenings be 

according to the natural concepts, not wishes. If you are at the science, your demands be 

noticed, because you are at the science. 

Physician desire be on medical ethics, not as expectations, being notice the patient reaction. . 

Being is not the exact happenings, it is a fluctuation as a creational aspects. 

When the patient is died, nothing be happened at medical practice, thus, post-mortem, 

and clinical pathology conferences, and educational example. The medical education, still 

goes on after death, even historically be a warning to the community. 

Medicine is not essential only at disease, to be healthy, before health controls, survey of the 

condition, care and serve for being healthy is the important note. 

Being at healthy, means being taken care at healthy state. 

Sooner or later, the final be due to the creation aspects. If each people be a Human being, 

so, the disease be in variation thus at the same bell shape statistical confirmation. 

Medical practice is included the extraordinary cases also. 

Sooner or later the sun is rise and set, due to a natural program, being is something like that. 

If you are informed, thus your consent is being married, so, afterwards, divorcing is the 

fact, not fight or be enemy. Being togetherness is double, both sided acceptance, consent, thus 

not be forced to anyone. 

Physician confirms that, the medication indicates some warning, especially at age period, so, 

if not considered such, the adverse effect can be noticed.  

Being is not like miracle, so, be informed, what is what, who is who. 

All the parameters for using manner, thus being for humanity, not as harm and cruel 

action. Mind is not confirm the reality at exact manner, some be as miracle, some be worse, so, 

be ready and getting the precautions be essential. 

For a patient treatment, the medication be upon some medical concept, thus can be completely 

being changed upon the patient evident. 

Being is get ready for the variation of the situations. 
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If a person does not feel comfort, must change the place, if not desires, thus means at 

pleasure. If you are please at your home, you do not want to move, it is fact, not in considering 

the home position. 

If the facilities is not so satisfactory, must be referred another unit. 

Good people want to be same as their status, cruel ones be also want to be together at the same 

mood one. 

The fact, the person who is respectful to individual and the person who want oppression 

and ordering to individual differs, by love and hate. Being anger, thus, the reaction is upon 

the person action, so, love given takes respect in love, hate ve anger. 

Medical practice be at love, if not the patient be also gives antagonistic reaction. 

Being only by love, if not reaction is sure to be happened. 

Science is the positive, happy ending aspects; thus, you must be on ethical principles and 

be at goodness. The person who is in hate to humanity, of course, can be used the nature for 

harm and destruction, so, the intentions is more important at the nature. 

Medical processes be of course for health and being well, not any exceptional state. 

Being only at the healthy concepts, other will be near to end the presence. 

The natural science be a result as their concept, some person noted and warn, information 

must be given, thus consent is from themselves, except criminal act. Before taken 

precautions, this is with knowledge and proficiency, why, what, and how, thus if not taken the 

accident happening will be expected. 

If you do not protect you from infection, you will get the disease. 

Being at healthy, means, control and protect from harm and unhealthy conditions. 

The law indicates the criminal act, for criminal one not information is required, it must 

be known, harm and cruelty can be easily noticed, so time be noted the process, so do what 

will be done. Being aware, required information, crime can be noted by harm and cruelty, thus 

they are objectively clear to notice and seen. 

Day and night is continuous, so, medical science as it is, this means protection, taking care and 

serve the health and precautions can be possible. 

Being can only be from protection of hazardous aspects. 

The science sure same even at the closed room, thus only be seen by open eyes, with open 

mind. If a person be on science, be for their positive, if against be on wrong direction as 

negative. 

Medical science can be known, thus, how will it be affected is not known. 

Being, walking on science, walking on medical science, for healthy aiming. 

In some Indian believe, walking on burning stick, whoever you are, first you must know 

the trick, not exception you can burn your foot. If you hold the hot cup, you can burn your 

hand, thus with a cover, you will not, this is the knowledge, that will be individual gained or 

bey training. 

Medical education contains the hardest situations, so, if being get, learned them, be feels safe 

at the applications. 

Being can be confronted by knowledge and application. 

Nature and creational law act same to all, gravity as an example. Each item is different, the 

feather and cannon ball be fall different, so, because of the mass and the condition, not gravity 

effect differently. 

Medical science for all, thus, the growth and development and situation, reasoning is differs, 

so, the symptoms, findings and encountered be not same. 
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Being, even at the same road, not faced the same conditions. 

Consultants can only be indicated about their profession, nothing more, so, a physician to 

the patient be needed more consultants to discovery the truth. Friends cannot be telling the 

truth, can lead to wrong direction, they act about their intention. 

Not each consultant is indicated the truth, their profession be stricter about the knowledge and 

the performance. 

Being, be on medical science, leading to fantasies not acceptable. 

Education is mainly on learning the natural science, thus, in Medical Profession, the 

human and the science concept. In medicine theorem and application side by side in 

education, practice is obviously get together with. 

Each physician knows that, each patient is an educator, thus, being on the medical science, 

being on more proficiency gaining. 

Being can only be by forward walking, differentiation about the science is essential. 

Even some results are incredible and unbelieved, thus instead of some fairy tales given, 

they are more believed. For 3 years study, over 28 Gestational age, not death even not any 

NEC and ROP be noticed, thus laser coagulation is performed, thus, near thousand preterm 

infants are cared, is incredible result hard to believe. 

At America, below 1500grams birth weight, nearly 25% euthanasia performed, in Tukey it’s a 

criminal act, thus, the survey, will be better, so, considering is hard to be supposing. 

Being is not at the statistical report, be in love and at hope. 

Education is being on science and creational concepts; fairy tales can be learned for 

history and dream telling. You have some stimulations by dreams, thus, not be indicated as 

happened or will be happen. 

Physician expectations be for positive hope, not as fortune telling or future knowing. 

Being by education is estimation on scientific aspects. 

We are not alone, thus, from individual point of view, we can only see ourselves, 

responsibility belong to us. The nature is so wide; thus we are a close one, but ideas and 

decisions be carry on beyond time and distance. 

Medical guidelines, be indicating perform at such time limit, not at wide duration. 

Being is today, so, point is ourselves is the being one. 

Time is the parameters continuously running and not be returning back, so, you must go 

forward, the past only be a lesson to you. If you are out of humanity aspects, the actions only 

be leading to torment, not any happy ending. 

In medicine emergency means there is no time, so, be hurry and be actively performed. 

Being is for today, not for tomorrow. 

If a person performed harm and act on cruel action, sooner or later, they will be contented 

to criminal act. Not considering the right and get it, thus, can you get the benefit, as historical 

background no and be in torment. 

Each physician paramedikal and placebo facts are not at medical science, just a personal 

consideration, so, be in consideration as their desire, not from medical science. 

Being as fairy person, not being a real person, so not at presence, only be at dreams. 

Each physician is quite sure, sooner or later the medical reality be on science, natural 

happening. The explanation of the case and condition, from fantasies and fairy concepts, this 

makes the medical doctor, out of their profession. 

In education the lectures are on medical science and at ethical considerations, if any epic and 

placebo reasoning, be failed, not passed and not be physician. 
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Being not founded on fantasies and dreams, as truth consideration. 

All believes for your, for your acts be on humanity with love. Being for desires, not so 

contented a person, needs more and more than forced to perform, at cruel act. 

If you want to be a perfect medical doctor, be on the case, the evident-based medicine action. 

Being indicates you are in love, in medicine on healthy status by love. 

Even they are in a sea, they resist and deny it, yes, not for drinking yes, but, if not confirm, 

you can be drowned. Information be taken, thus be checked on realty on science, thus if on 

fantasies, fairy tales not in consideration, thus if on reality on Nature, so be on it, so, you will 

be so regretful.  

Physician quite sure that, the case evident indicates the reality, not the book notice.  

To be, only be confirmed by the truth, reality. 

In some conditions, you might be as a drunk, not decision is clear and at humanity, the 

presence at being health, not at death. The reasoning and grounding will be at humanistic 

concept, by ethical principles. 

In Medicine all decisions be on case patient benefit, not any harmful one. 

Euthanasia is a criminal act in Turkey, so leading to healthy state, not giving warranties, so just 

be in active state. 

Before ending the life, or before reaching the end, be notice the one who needs, thus not 

any finance. Being a human, it requires to consider the other person who required the one, thus 

not be obtainable. 

Medical act is being for the person, the community without any materialistic aspect, just love 

for humanity act. . 

Being a human, performing humanity act, serve and care at individual health. 

Civil Liberties, equality and brotherhood is the utmost than the common rights. Believes 

are individual specification, we must considered the act, not the ideas. 

Case, the patient being the core, medical application is the method, for patient.  

Being leading to positive, humanistic, and individual healthy state. 

Nature and science perspective be on goodness and healthiness, thus opposite means 

environmental disasters and death. The creation for us, for the living and nonliving ones, be 

at the humanity and at assistance standpoint. 

Physician being on health, with care and serve, by love, with respect. 

If you have in consideration of being, so, you may be in consideration of the nature. 

Each finding has some reality, thus being on science has some scientific aspects, so, the 

way of ongoing, at authenticity and certainty for appropriate to case. Each person has 

individual requirements, for life and being, so essential to have, thus, being on Human Rights. 

Physician must be on and always be at Medical Science, not as epic and fantasies aspects. 

Being is meaning be at the science. 

Conclusion 
Being a robotic act of a person, means being out of the Human being, as a slave action, being 

in order, means cancelling and disregard the individual specialty, being unique and sole at this 

World must be noted.  

As genetically, from RNA perspective, all Humana being from same Homo sapiens, sapiens, 

as from same mother, thus, Covid-19 pandemics is an example of this fact. Thus, not one of 

them has similar findings, even genetic coding, even the fingerprints are differs. So, if there is 
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now 9 billion people, from the origin of 170 thousand years, 60 billion people, varies, not only 

physically, the ideas, the personality is quite diverse, as noted by History.  

So, each person is a treasure of a humanity, and be value of Human being, so, we must be 

inform and be quite sure and be taken the advance, advantage from them.  

Love is the only reasoning for to be. 

If you are on humanity, you are to be, if you are not at humankind, you are not to be.  
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